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Firstly, can you hear me and can 
you see this second slide…?



What this talk is not about...



The world is ending!



What this talk is about...



Healthcare is a big part of our world





What is sustainable healthcare?

Triple bottom line accounting

● Environmental
● Social
● Economic



What are SQUIPS?

● Process: like any other QIP

● Content: focus on sustainability activity

● Impact: save the world



Why are SQUIPS for you?

● Shape the agenda
● Quick wins
● Business plan training
● Grab the thistle
● Oven-ready projects



The Projects



Volatile Gases in Clinical Practice

- Understand the use of environmentally impactful inhalational 
anaesthetics across specialties and sites

- Identify opportunities to reduce use or switch agent where possible
- Assess feasibility of gas scavenging

Who might be interested?
Anaesthetics, ITU, Obs and Gyn, A&E



Theatre Waste

For an ‘index’ procedure
- Identify reusable and disposable material use for a given procedure
- Identify opportunities to reduce, reuse or recycle and calculate impact 

Develop into a toolkit
- Develop a tool to roll out across specialties and hospitals
- Develop auditable standards for a given procedure

Who might be interested?
Orthopaedics, Plastics, Cardiology, Respiratory, Gastro, Radiology - anyone who 
uses clean stuff once!



Home and Remote Working

- Calculate the savings associated with remote working and telemedicine
- Identify specialty and condition specific barriers to effective telemedicine 

resulting in excess travel

Who might be interested?
Any specialty, techy people



Theatre masks and caps

- Understand waste associated with disposable theatre caps and masks
- Assess feasibility of a service to collect and clean reusable caps and 

masks (as they do with scrubs)

Who might be interested?
Surgical and anaesthetics



Paperless

- Identify the paper burden of a given form
- Identify the barriers and their solutions to making that process paperless

Who might be interested?
Anyone who has ever been asked to complete a paper form!



Shuttle service

- Explore the feasibility and costs of switching to a EV shuttle service 
between sites

Who might be interested?
Those working at Churchill and NOC sites that also have JR commitments, 
anyone who wants a meatier project



We tried that... It didn’t work...



Icarus





What you can expect to get out from a 
SQUIP?

Forefront of current and future health issues

Greater leadership opportunities within and outside Trust

Shape the agenda

Low hanging fruit

Real impact, longer term projects

Only the first steps



Next Steps

● Look out for an email
● Get in touch
● ‘Oven-ready’ SQUIPS?

○ check out further details online and put your name down

● Your own sustainability ideas?
○ Excellent! Get in touch

● Going it alone?
● Better name than SQUIPS? 

○ We’d love to hear about it...


